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6 August - Retrial of Alaa Abdel Fattah and other 
activists in the Shura Council case 

14 August - Anniversary of the massacres at Rabaa al-
Adawiyya and Al-Nahda Square where the army and 
police killed up to 1000 Muslim Brotherhood supporters 


13 September - Yara Sallam, Sanaa Seif and others to 
stand trial for breaking the protest law 


13 October - Mahienour el-Masry and others to stand 
trial accused of storming Ramle police station 


The Egyptian regime which keeps 1.4 million Palestinians 
trapped in Gaza in the face of Israel's brutal assault, has also 
locked up over 40,000 of its own citizens in the last year. A new 
law banning demonstrations without prior police permission has 
been used to hand down long jail sentences to activists. 
Meanwhile over 1000 alleged supporters of the Muslim 
Brotherhood have been given death sentences in trials which 
Amnesty International called "grotesque". Labour lawyer and 
revolutionary socialist activist Mahienour el-Masry is in prison 
for organising a protest demanding justice for Khaled Said, who 
was beaten to death by police in 2010. Alaa Abdel Fattah and 
23 others were given fifteen year jail sentences for taking part in 
a demonstration against the protest law and the use of military 
trials against civilians. Yara Sallam and Sanaa Seif were among 
23 activists arrested during a peaceful march on 21 June. 

Despite this, activists in Egypt are defying the protest law to 
march for Palestine. Up to 1000 took to the streets of Cairo on 
12 July and on 19 July a convoy of aid for Gaza accompanied 
by hundreds of activists was blocked by the Egyptian army.  


Many of the activists who have been jailed by the 
military regime have a long track record of building 
solidarity with Palestine. Mahienour el-Masry and Alaa 
Abdel Fattah joined hundreds of other Egyptian 
revolutionaries in a convoy to Gaza during the last major 
Israeli attack in 2012. 

There can be no justice or freedom for Palestine without  
freedom and justice in Egypt. If you can help us build a 
stronger solidarity movement which connects the 
struggles from Cairo to Gaza and beyond, get in touch.

www.egyptsolidarityinitiative.org - @Egy_Solidarity 



